lyzed with metric methods. This concern has led to the development of a variety of nonmetric techniques, which should, in theory, provide more valid results than corresponding metric methods when applied to noninterval data. These nonmetric methods range from simple measures of association, such as Spearman's rank-order correlation and Kendall's tau coefficient, to complex nonmetric techniques, such as factor analysis (Kruskal & Shepard, 1974) and multidimensional scaling (Kruskal, 1964a (Kruskal, , 1964b  Shepard, 1962a Shepard, , 1962b Takane, Young, & deLeeuw, 1977) .
Comparative research often indicates that metric methods are quite robust to violations of the interval scale assumption and that there is relatively little advantage in using a nonmetric method when the assumption is violated (e.g., Havlicek & Peterson, 1974 Kruskal & Shepard, 1974; Weeks & Bentler, in press).
These results, however, should not produce the general conclusion that the interval scale assumption of metric methods is irrelevant. There are situations in which nonmetric models will outperform metric methods, e.g., when observed data represent a severely nonlinear monotonic transformation of the true underlying variable.
This has been shown in the context of factor analysis (Kruskal & Shepard, 1974) and threeway multidimensional scaling (Widaman, Hahn, to be done on a number of relatively new nonmetric techniques, e.g., nonmetric principal components (Young, Takane, & deLeeuw, 1978) and nonmetric multiple regression (Young, deLeeuw, & Takane, 1976 Wherry, 1975) .
Analysis
Each of the 30 derivation samples was then analyzed using both metric and nonmetric multiple regression. Since there were two different criterion variables in the foreman data, As mentioned above, the nonmetric regression model will necessarily produce higher RI's in derivation samples than will the metric model. 
